ABSTRACT Recently, several multimedia encryption techniques with permutation-diffusion architecture have been developed. The traditional architecture applies the diffusion and permutation functions as two separate phases. This separable design enables the attacker to launch several forms of attacks in addition to the degradation of the encryption speed. Furthermore, during the diffusion phase, the image pixels are masked in a static order, which may expose significant information about the encryption technique to the attacker. Accordingly, to remedy these problems, this paper suggests an efficient image cryptosystem based on simultaneous permutation and diffusion functions that process the image pixels in a dynamic order fashion. Specifically, the proposed method employs the Chebyshev-Chebyshev map to horizontally and vertically mix the plain-image information. Then, it utilizes the modified Logistic map to mask the image pixels and shuffle the masked values simultaneously. Meanwhile, the control parameters of the employed chaos systems are directly correlated to the plain-image to assure that different key-streams are created for distinct plain-images. Simulation results and security scrutiny confirm that the suggested cipher has several brilliant characteristics, including the robustness against various types of attacks.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the evolution of communication technologies, a variety of sensitive media are processed, stored and delivered in digital format. Unauthorized adversaries can easily intercept and eavesdrop on the transmitted media over public communications channels, such as Internet, mobile phone, and satellite. In most cases, this media is critical and must be maintained from any unauthorized party. Particularly, the security of digital images represents a bottleneck for many multimedia applications including military images applications, medical images systems, and secure exchange of multimedia information through different wireless networks and portable devices [1] - [4] . Accordingly, to preserve the confidentiality of the transmitted images, different encryption techniques are employed. Specifically, the chaotic-based ciphers have shown brilliant performance in this direction, this is due to their good features which mimic the required attributes of good cryptosystems. These features include noise like behavior, ergodicity, extreme sensitivity to initial control parameters. Taking into account these features, several image ciphers based on chaos systems have been extensively presented. Indeed, most of the employed approaches adopted the classical permutation-diffusion structure in which two iterative stages of permutation and diffusion are alternately used. The general permutation-diffusion architecture for image cipher is illustrated in Figure 1 as depicted in [4] . This structure is composed of two main building blocks which are permutation and diffusion operations. The former one only shuffles the positions of the plain-image, usually using 2D chaotic map such as Cat map, Standard map and Baker map, to break the correlation between neighbouring pixels. While the latter operation sequentially changes the pixels values of the permuted image by a quantized chaotic key stream to spread out any slight change of any pixel to almost all image pixels. Further, the whole architecture is iterated to enhance the encryption effect of algorithm.
A. RELATED WORK
In what follows, several related image ciphers are investigated. Chen et al. [5] extended the 2D Cat map to 3D for constructing a secure cryptosystem in which the generalized map is utilized in the permutation phase to scramble the pixels and then the Logistic map is employed in the diffusion phase to mask the shuffled image. Lian et al. [6] investigated the sensitivity properties of the Standard chaotic map and also examined the key space associated to this map compared to the Baker map and Cat map. Then an amended Standard map is presented to consummate pixel scrambling while the diffusion phase employed the Logistic map to modify the values of pixels. In [7] , the Baker map was generalized to 3D and then utilized in permuting the positions of pixels, whereas the Logistic map is employed to alter the values of the shuffled image. In [8] , a cryptosystem that also adopts the permutation-diffusion architecture was presented. The trait of this cipher is employing several simple operations (add-and-shift) along with the permutation to achieve a certain diffusion effect in the permutation phase. In [9] , an image cipher employing the permutation and diffusion structure was presented. First, the original image is divided into several blocks of pixels. After that, a spatiotemporal chaotic system is applied to permute these blocks, and concurrently modify the image pixels. A hyper-chaotic image cipher with a large key space was presented in [10] to encrypt the plain-image using pixel-level permutation. Afterward, Rhouma and Belghith [11] demonstrated that this algorithm could not thwart chosen attacks including both chosen plaintext/ciphertext attacks, further, they improved the algorithm. Jeng et al. [12] proved that both the original algorithm and its improvement [10] , [11] have many security flaws. Patidar et al. [13] presented an image cryptosystem utilizing the confusion-diffusion architecture by combining the Logistic and Standard chaotic maps. The cryptosystem is intended for encrypting the color images. It involves three main stages of confusion, diffusion, and confusion, respectively. Wang et al. [14] presented an efficient image cryptosystem using Lorenz chaos system and simple perceptron model. The proposed method can repair the periodicity and the cycle state issues related to discrete chaotic system by dynamically adjusting its chaotic parameters. A one-time key-based encryption scheme for image cipher was presented in [15] . Liu and Wang [16] developed an encryption scheme for color images based on the piecewise linear chaotic map and Chen chaotic system. Specifically, the proposed approach permuted the original image at bit-level and simultaneously masked the color components using Chen system. Ye [17] presented an efficient image cipher using two chaotic maps. In [18] , a new color image-ciphering scheme using a Logistic map was suggested. The method implemented the permutation and substitution approaches to diminish the relations between the color channels of the original image. After that, Li et al. [19] developed an attack model to break the permutation-diffusion mechanism in [18] with two chosen plain-images. Further, Tu et al. [20] studied the cipher presented in [18] , and identified the main flaws of the scheme. Their analysis firstly demonstrated that the cipher uses fixed encryption parameters for the first image pixel and the generated key stream is independent of the image. Secondly, they developed a chosen plain-image attack model to crack the scheme. Finally, an improved cryptosystem is designed to fix these weaknesses. Zhu [21] designed a new image cryptosystem with only two rounds of diffusion in which an enhanced hyper-chaos system is employed for key-stream generation. Ozkaynak et al. [22] and Li et al. [23] independently broke the Zhu scheme [21] by employing chosen-plaintext and known-plaintext attacks, respectively. Zhou et al. [24] presented a novel switching chaotic map in which the Logistic, Sine and Tent maps are combined to build a single chaotic system. The chaotic sequence resulted from the Logistic map is employed as a control parameter to govern a switch that selects between the Sine and Tent maps generator to yield the chaotic sequence for the new system. Wang and Luan [25] employed the intertwining Logistic map and reversible cellular automata to design a new image cipher. This cipher adopts the permutation-substitution architecture at bit level which considers the higher four bits of each image pixel. Further, an image cryptosystem with one round of diffusion was presented in [26] in which a hyper chaotic system is utilized as a random key-stream generator. The core idea of this method lays in employing the summation of all pixel located after the processed pixel in the encryption process. Zhang et al. [27] presented a cryptanalytic model based on known plain-image attack to divulge the key-stream of the cryptosystem presented in [26] and they also indicated that this cryptosystem can be broken by a chosen plain-image attack. Moreover, Diab and El-semary [28] analyzed the image encryption technique presented in [26] and proposed a chosen-plaintext attack strategy to break the scheme. Further, they suggested an efficient cryptosystem that utilizes the fingerprint of the image to generate a unique encryption key stream to resist all types of attacks. A new pixel swapping strategy for image scrambling that can achieve a satisfactory diffusion effect in the permutation phase was proposed in [29] . Fouda et al. [30] presented a fast chaos-based technique for image ciphering. Zhang and Wang [31] proposed a novel image cipher by employing the spatiotemporal dynamics of non-adjacent coupled map lattices. They developed a novel bit-level scrambling strategy by which the bit groups of one plainimage bit plane can be shuffled into any other bit plane. Consequently, the permutation process changes the statistical traits of bit-planes and masks the intrinsic features of the original image. Wang et al. [32] developed a chaotic based image cryptosystem by employing the primitive operations of pixels scrambling, cycle shift and image diffusion. Moreover, the scheme generates the initial values of the employed chaotic map based on the scrambled image information, so, it can resist different types of attacks. Yuan et al. [33] introduced a cryptosystem employing 2D hyper-chaotic system in which the confusion and diffusion functions are related to obtain a secure image cipher. A new chaotic based cipher for encrypting gray level images using a dynamic random growth method was presented in [34] . However, the scheme was cryptanalyzed in [35] using chosen-type attacks. Liu et al. [36] suggested an efficient image cryptosystem in which only one stage of confusion and diffusion is applied. Wang et al. [37] proposed a novel hybrid cipher to encrypt color channels of the plain-image by employing two complex chaotic systems. Zhou et al. [38] coupled the Sine and Tent maps together to produce a new 1D chaotic map which is exploited to mask the plain-image pixels. Dhall et al. [39] demonstrated the insecurity of the encryption scheme proposed in [38] and identified the weakness of this cipher. Specifically, the original scheme suffered from several vulnerabilities including the static permutation mapping, inadequate specification of encryption key stream and weak substitution-permutation architecture. Murillo-Escobar et al. [40] exploited the plainimage features and chaotic system in designing a new cipher for encrypting color images. Chen et al. [41] presented an image-ciphering approach in which the permutation sequence of the permutation stage is reused in the diffusion stage to obtain a dynamic key-stream for different images with no extra chaotic iterations and quantization. Diab and El-semary [42] cryptographically investigated the cryptosystem presented in [41] and designed a chosen plaintext attack model to crack that scheme. In addition, they repaired the defects of the cipher by revising its structure based on the plain-image features. Accordingly, the encryption parameters of the proposed scheme are dynamically changed to yield a secure image cipher. A new image cryptosystem with permutation-substitution network was presented in [43] . Pak and Huang [44] presented a total shuffling cryptosystem by utilizing their novel proposed chaos systems: the Sine-Sine system, the Logistic-Logistic system, and the Chebyshev-Chebyshev system. The new combined maps can repair the flaws associated with simple 1D maps. Wang et al. [45] broke the cryptosystem suggested in [44] by mounting chosen plain-image attacks. The vulnerability of the scheme arises from the independence of the generated chaotic sequence for permutation and diffusion from the plain-image. Namely, the permutation matrix and the diffusion matrix are fixed regardless of the image being encrypted. Further, they enhanced the scheme by relating the encryption parameters with the plain-image. Zhang et al. [46] proposed an image encryption scheme that decomposes the input image into three-color components and then employs a chaotic scrambling mapping to shuffle each image unit of 8 × 8 pixels. In [47] , a modified version of Logistic map with large key space was proposed to remedy the main problems of the original Logistic map. Moreover, this map is employed to design an efficient image cryptosystem in [48] and [49] . Ponnaian and Chandranbabu [48] studied the security aspects of the cipher presented in [46] and reported that it is vulnerable to known/chosen plain-image attacks. The scheme is permutation only cipher and hence it cannot hide the statistical traits of the plain-image. In addition, they developed a revised version of the underlying scheme using a modified Logistic chaotic map [47] . Parvaz and Zarebnia [50] defined a novel chaotic system by combining primitive maps of Logistic and Tent systems. They also analyzed the chaotic properties of the suggested system and exploited it to design a novel image cryptosystem. Liu et al. [51] presented a new image cipher mechanism based on DNA encoding rules by employing the permutation-diffusion architecture. Their cipher exploits the MD5 hashing to generate an encryption key stream related to the input plain-image. Wang et al. [52] suggested a new DNA based image cipher in which the DNA operations and a coupled map lattice are employed. The encryption scheme firstly mixed the plain-image information with a chaotic sequence and secondly applied DNA operations to encode the masked image. Finally, it employed DNA-level shuffling, DNA-level confusion, and DNA decoding operations to obtain the final encrypted image.
B. LIMITATIONS OF TRADITIONAL PERMUTATION-DIFFUSION STRUCTURE
Based on the study and security analysis of several chaotic image cryptosystems with a permutation-diffusion structure [3] , [9] , [11] - [13] , [17] , [22] , [23] , [26] , [28] , [41] , [42] , [48] , [49] , it is found that most of them carry out the permutation and the diffusion processes as two separate stages. From cryptography perspective, this separation causes several defects for such architecture. Specifically, the common defects of these ciphers are: Firstly, the initial parameters for the permutation phase are fixed which in turn returns the same permutation sequence in all permutation-diffusion iterations. Secondly, for the diffusion phase, the generated key-stream is only dependent on the secret initial parameters of the employed chaos system. Additionally, the values of image pixels are altered during the diffusion stage in a static fashion from left upper corner to right bottom corner which exposes significant information about the encryption technique to the attackers. Accordingly, an adversary could simply split the architecture into two unrelated phases by feeding the encryption algorithm with a flat plain-image of identical values. Therefore, the shuffling process has no effect VOLUME 6, 2018 on this specific chosen image and the attacker can easily compute the key-stream used in the diffusion stage which is only dependent on the initial parameters and not related to the information of plain-images. Thus, in most cases, the attacker can break such schemes by lunching known/chosen plaintext attacks. Further, the chaotic orbit of most simple chaotic maps tends to be periodic under the finite precision computation, which degrades their dynamical features and weakens the security level. Accordingly, this motivates us to develop an encryption scheme that can solve these flaws.
C. CONTRIBUTION AND ORGANIZATION OF THE PAPER
To remedy the aforementioned problems, an efficient image encryption technique that combines the two basic operations (permutation and diffusion) together in one stage is proposed. Namely, the permutation and diffusion are simultaneously applied. Further, a dynamical pixel order mechanism for diffusion is suggested. The proposed image cryptosystem firstly mixes the image pixels in horizontal and then in vertical directions with a key-stream generated in advance from Chebyshev-Chebyshev chaotic map. After that, the modified Logistic map is employed to create both a dynamic pixel order and diffusion key that are used to simultaneously change and permute the image pixels. The initial parameters for the employed chaotic map, at each pixel, are dynamically adapted based on the cipher-image information, which in turn guarantees a distinct key-stream is generated for distinct plainimages. Accordingly, the suggested cipher can successfully thwart different attacks including the most powerful chosen plaintext/ciphertext attack. In addition, the suggested scheme takes into account the dynamic degradation problems [53] associated with chaotic systems. Simulation results and security study attest that the suggested cipher is efficient and has several brilliant cryptographic characteristics. Additionally, the numerical computations also prove that the proposed cryptosystem outperforms several related image ciphers in terms of encryption quality and performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the employed chaotic maps. Section 3 depicts the suggested image cipher. Simulations results and security analysis for the suggested cipher are discussed in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
II. PRELIMINARIES
This section presents a brief overview of the chaotic systems employed in the proposed image cipher. According to its sensitivity to initial values and control parameters, simple structure and ease of implementation, the classical chaotic maps such as Logistic map, Sine map, Chebyshev map and Tent map are commonly employed in designing image cryptosystems [5] , [6] , [7] , [13] , [14] . However, these maps have several flaws including small key space, non-uniform distribution of their output, the limited chaotic range of their control parameters, and blank windows. Accordingly, several mechanisms have been presented to repair these weaknesses and improve chaotic performance, for example see [38] , [44] , [47] , [50] . Therefore, the proposed scheme employs the Chebyshev-Chebyshev chaotic map presented in [44] and the modified Logistic map presented in [47] .
The Chebyshev-Chebyshev chaotic map is defined as:
where u 1 (0, 10] and 8 ≤ k 1 ≤ 20 are the control parameters of the map and x 0 (0, 1] is an initial parameter. While the modified Logistic map is defined as:
where u 2 (0, 4] and k 2 > 1 are the control parameters of the map and y 0 (0, 1] is an initial parameter. Pak and Huang [44] and Jianquan et al. [47] analyzed the chaotic behavior of the Chebyshev-Chebyshev map and the modified Logistic map, respectively. They independently showed that these maps could overcome several flaws of Logistic map and Chebyshev map such as small key space, stable windows, blank windows and uneven distribution of generated sequences. Further, for the modified Logistic map, the term u 2 × k 2 can be treated as a single parameter with any positive real value which in turn expands the key space of the map. Actually, the Chebyshev-Chebyshev map and the modified Logistic map used in our scheme have several advantages compared with simple maps such as Logistic map and Chebyshev map based on their chaotic performance. Firstly, the distribution of the generated sequence from the employed maps is more uniform than its corresponding simple maps. From the bifurcation diagram shown in Figure 2 , the Logistic map and Chebyshev map have a limited data range within On the other hand, the Lyapunov exponents of the seed maps are positive within a limited data range. The wide chaotic range of the control parameters also expands the key space of the cipher. Thirdly, both chaotic maps have better chaotic behavior, as illustrated in Figure 3 , the Lyapunov exponents of them are greater than the corresponding seed maps which indicates the better chaotic traits. In addition to the good chaotic features of both maps, the employing of multiple chaotic systems together extends the key space of the scheme, which improves the security level of the suggested cipher compared with those approaches based on single chaotic map. Therefore, we adopt the Chebyshev-Chebyshev chaotic map and the modified Logistic map to build our cryptosystem. Note that in Figure 2 and Figure 3 , the value µ indicates the control parameter of each map.
III. THE SUGGESTED IMAGE CIPHER
In this section, the details of the suggested image cipher are thoroughly depicted and then in the following section its feasibility for image security application is demonstrated. The proposed cipher uses ten parameters (x 0 , u 1 , k 1 , N 0 , y 0 , u 2 × k 2 , t 0 , V 0 , V 0 , and c 0 ) as a secret key. The proposed scheme consists of three main steps: generation of intermediate keys, horizontal and vertical mixing, and simultaneous permutation and diffusion operations as shown in Figure 4 . Accordingly, the details of the suggested cipher can be represented as follows:
Step 
where
where r 1 and r 2 = 1, 2, . . . , MN . Eq.4 states that the first N 0 values of the generated chaotic sequence are discarded to hinder the transient effect and to promote the initial parameters sensitivity of the map. Further, it denotes that the first key-stream key 1 is obtained from the values indexed by the odd position in the sequence x while key 2 is acquired by the even indices.
Step 2: Horizontal and vertical mixing of image pixels 2.1 Mix the pixels information of the plain-image P by sequentially chaining them through XOR operation. The horizontal pixel mixing (HPM) operation is accomplished as follows:
s) = P(r, s) ⊕ P(r, s − 1) ⊕ Key 1 (r, s) End If End For End For
where V 0 is an initial secret seed maintained by the sender and receiver. 
Apply the mixing operation in vertical direction. The vertical pixel mixing (VPM) operation is performed as follows:
For s = N : −1 :
(r, s) Elseif r = M &s < N P(r, s) = P(r, s) ⊕ P(1, s + 1) ⊕ Key 2 (r, s) Else P(r, s) = P(r, s) ⊕ P(r + 1, s) ⊕ Key 2 (r, s) End If End For End For
where V 0 is also an initial secret seed. It is obvious that HPM is applied row-wise from the first pixel to the last one to make each pixel of the plain-image influenced by all preceding pixels [13] . Similarly, the VPM is implemented column-wise in a reverse order from the last pixel to the first one to relate each pixel with all pixels located after it. Accordingly, the high sensitivity of the suggested cipher for tiny variations occurred in a plaintext is guaranteed. Further, the intermediate keys, key 1 and key 2 , are involved in HPM and VPM to ensure the key sensitivity of the proposed cipher and to preserve its confidentiality.
Step 3: The simultaneous permutation and diffusion operation 3.1 Set j = 1 3.2 Iterate the modified Logistic map [47] , given in Eq.2, t j times using the initial parameter y j . These parameters are calculated according to Eq.5 and Eq.6, respectively.
where y 0 , t 0 and c S 1 are initial seeds and they are part of the secret key while the value of S j is determined at each step according to Eq.7
Alternatively, S j can be calculated according to Eq.8
Eq.5 and Eq.6 state that both the initial value and the number of iterations of the employed map at each step of the encryption are not fixed and severely correlated to the previous cipher pixel along with the secret parameters. In particular, employing the traits of the cipher-image generates a distinct key-stream and can be exploited to produce a dynamical pixel order for each different image while the utilization of secret parameters maintains the secrecy.
3.3
Calculate the parameter n j to determine the index of the processed pixel (the processed pixel is the selected pixel at each step to be substituted and then scrambled with another pixel of the image) according to Eq.9 n j = y t j × 10 14 mod S j+1 + 1
Eq.9 chaotically generates a dynamical order model by which the pixels are encrypted and permuted. Specifically, Eq.9 generates a random value n j ranging from 1 to MN to randomly select a pixel from the plainimage.
3.4
Compute the key-stream item associated to the processed pixel according to Eq.10 φ j = y t j × 10 14 mod 256 (10) 3.5 Encrypt the n th j pixel of the image according to Eq.11 c n j = (c n j + φ j ) mod 256 ⊕ c S j (11) where c S j is the previous swapped-encrypted pixel. It is noted that the steps 3.5 and 3.6 simultaneously perform diffusion and permutation on the current processed pixel. In addition, Eq.7/Eq.8 and Eq.9 enable the cipher to randomly choose one of the non-encrypted pixels of the image at each step of the algorithm. The core idea of the proposed scheme is illustrated in Figure 5 . 3.7 Set j = j + 1 and repeat the steps from 3.2 to 3.6 until all image pixels are treated.
On the other hand, according to the symmetric nature of the proposed cipher, the decryption procedure can correctly restore the plain-image by reversing the order of the steps of the encryption operation using the same secret key.
Further, from the cryptography point of view, the proposed cryptosystem exhibits several desirable properties, which include the following:
1. The substitution and permutation on image pixels are executed in a dynamic order fashion which is chaotically generated based on image information and secret key. Specifically, with only two iterations, the proposed scheme can generate two totally random indices, at each step, that invoke a dynamic order mechanism to the simultaneous permutation and diffusion operation. Accordingly, an adversary cannot mount any type of attacks. 2. For each pixel encryption, the parameter S j (defined in Eq. 7) is always changed and decreased by one to control the swapping (permutation) process. Thus, there is a guarantee that each pixel will be swapped to location that cannot be assigned to another different pixel. In other words, a different pixel will be transmitted at each step even if the same index value is generated, namely, the permutation mapping is reversible. 3. The substitution and permutation are related and simultaneously applied, thus, the divide and conquer technique to attack the proposed scheme cannot be applied and the scheme is strongly secure. 4. The horizontal and vertical diffusion make each pixel strongly affected by all pixels preceding and following it, respectively. Accordingly, the suggested cipher is highly sensitive to tiny changes of the plain-image. Moreover, both HPM and VPM are key dependent which ensures the strong sensibility of the proposed cryptosystem to small variance in the secret key.
5. In addition, the suggested scheme takes into account the dynamic degradation problems [53] associated with chaotic systems. In general, the solutions of these problems include the use of high precision implementation of parameters, time-varied chaos systems, and cascade several chaos systems [53] , [54] . Specifically, the developed scheme employs the following strategies: The high precision is represented by applying 10 −15 decimal precision (64 bits) for chaos parameters. The time-varied chaos systems are accomplished through generating distinct initial values for the employed map, at each step of the encryption, based on the plain-image pixels. Indeed, the utilization of plain-image information by the modified Logistic map enforces the system to be of a time-varied behavior at each pixel which in turn results in cascading the map N × M times. Further, the adaptable parameters of the map can extend the cycle length of the generated sequences. 6. The initial parameters of the employed chaotic map, for each pixel encryption, are dynamically adapted based on the cipher-image information, which in turn guarantees that a distinct key-stream and a different permutation sequence are generated for each distinct image.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section displays the simulation results and security analysis for the suggested cipher to demonstrate its validity and effectiveness. Several standard images are tested and as expected, we found that the simulation results over each tested image reflect the same conclusion; therefore, the results and analysis of only six gray-scale plainimages (Pepper, TestPat, Res-chart, Mandi, Cell, and Tank shown in the first column of Figure 6 ) are depicted below. Also, the conducted experiments numerically compare the proposed cipher with a group of related schemes presented in Zhu [21] , Norouzi et al. [26] , Zhang and Wang [31] , Wang et al. [32] , Yuan et al. [33] , Chen et al. [41] and Wang et al. [52] .
A. EVALUATION OF SCHEME EFFECTIVENESS
To validate the encryption capability of the suggested cipher, each test image of the set of images shown in the first column VOLUME 6, 2018 of Figure 6 is enciphered using the suggested scheme and the results are displayed in the second column of Figure 6 . These results point out that the cipher-images have a noise-like appearance and visually cannot leak any information about the corresponding plain-images. Thus, the proposed scheme has a robust encryption effect in hiding all details of the original images. Further, the recovered images by decrypting the encrypted images using the correct secret key are shown in the third column of Figure 6 , which are entirely identical to the corresponding related plain-images. Accordingly, the obtained results confirm the effectiveness and feasibility of the suggested cryptosystem. Furthermore, to measure the encryption degree of the proposed cipher, the mean square error (MSE), peak signal-tonoise ratio (PSNR), structural similarity index metric (SSIM), and correlation coefficient (CC) between the plain-images and the corresponding cipher-images are evaluated. Mathematically, the MSE, PSNR, SSIM and CC are respectively defined by Eq.13, Eq.14, Eq.15 and Eq.16 as depicted in [42] , [44] , [55] , and [56] .
where µ P and µ C are the mean for the images P and C, respectively. σ 2 P , σ 2 C and σ PC represent the variance of P, the variance of C, and the covariance between P and C, respectively. While ε 1 and ε 2 denote two predefined quantities.
where The underlying results related to each criterion are displayed in Table 1, Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4 , respectively. It is noted that the proposed cipher produces the largest average value of MSE and the smallest average value of PSNR, SSIM, and CC, which demonstrate its superior quality compared to the related ciphers presented in [21] , [26] , [31] - [33] , [41] , and [52] .
B. SECURITY ANALYSIS
To assess the performance and security of the suggested cipher, numerous experiments are conducted on the set of plain-images shown in Figure 6 . These tests include a differential attack analysis, statistical analysis tests (by performing a histogram analysis and adjacent pixels correlation analysis), and sensibility tests regarding slight changes of secret key. 
1) DIFFERENTIAL ATTACK ANALYSIS
To prevent the differential attacks, any trivial amendment in the original image (even one bit) must yield a substantial difference in the enciphered images. Three measures can be utilized for quantitatively evaluating this capability: Number of Pixel Change Ratio (NPCR), Unified Average Change in Intensity (UACI), and correlation coefficient (CC) [26] , [41] , [42] . Mathematically, NPCR, and UACI are defined in Eq.18 and Eq.20. The experiment in this test starts by encrypting a plain-image P 1 by the proposed cipher to obtain the corresponding cipher-image C 1 . Then, another cipher-image C 2 is obtained by encrypting a trivially modified plain-image P 2 which differs in only one bit from P 1 .
After that, the NPCR, UACI, and CC criteria are applied to evaluate the difference between C 1 and C 2 . The underlying results are depicted in Table 5 . It is obvious that the NPCR
and UACI values gained from the proposed scheme fall within the optimal bounds (99.60 and 33.46 for NPCR and UACI, respectively, as indicated in [57] ). Accordingly, these values verify that the suggested cipher is intensely sensitive to such slight changes of the plain-image.
2) KEY SPACE ANALYSIS
To hinder the exhaustive search attack, the key space of the ciphering approach must be reasonably large. The suggested cipher employs two chaos mappings for simultaneously permuting and masking the plain-image pixels. The secret key of the proposed cipher encompasses a set of ten secret parameters, namely, 
3) KEY SENSITIVITY TEST
A robust image cipher must be substantially sensitive to slight changes in the encryption keys. Any secure encryption algorithm must produce completely different cipher-images for a single bit variation in the encryption keys. To estimate the key sensibility, a set of initial seeds and control parameters of the used chaos maps are chosen. After this, the plainimage P is encrypted using these values to get the enciphered image C 1 . Then, a tiny change ( ) is made to any of the secret key parameters and the image P is enciphered again to obtain another cipher-image C 2 . Now, to analytically demonstrate the key sensitivity of the proposed cipher, the NPCR, CC, andUACI criteria are employed to calculate the difference between the two encrypted images C 1 and C 2 . The sensitivity results of key parameters are shown in Figure 7 and the numerical computations are listed in Table 6 and Table 7 , which demonstrate the strong key sensitivity of the suggested cipher.
4) STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
To reveal the robustness of the suggested cipher against statistical attack, adjacent pixels correlation analysis and histogram analysis are executed.
a: ADJACENT PIXELS CORRELATION ANALYSIS
An effective encryption scheme must eliminate/reduce the strong relation between adjacent pixels in the enciphered image. The correlations between two horizontally, vertically, and diagonally adjacent pixels in the enciphered images shown in Figure 6 have been examined and compared with the schemes presented in [21] , [26] , [31] - [33] , [41] , and [52] . The results illustrated in Tables 8, 9 and 10 reveal that all obtained values of correlation tend to zero. In addition, the distributions of two horizontally adjacent pixels for the plain-images and the cipher-images related to our scheme are plotted in Figure 8 . From these computational results, we found that the proposed cipher yields the smallest average correlation value between the neighboring pixels of the encrypted images, which is a good indicator for the superior performance of the suggested cipher against statistical attack compared with all related cipher schemes.
b: HISTOGRAM ANALYSIS
An image histogram shows the values distribution of an image. The histogram for the plain-images and the associated ciphered ones are illustrated in Figure 9 . Obviously, the histogram for the enciphered images is closely uniform distributed and remarkably varies from that of the plain-images. Accordingly, no information about the plain-images can be extracted from their encryption, which in turn, makes the statistical attack entirely infeasible.
Further, to numerically confirm the uniformity of the cipher-image histogram, the histogram variance (HV) [58] is mathematically evaluated according to Eq. 21. Moreover, the HV analysis indicates that our approach is more secure than the underlying ciphers presented in [21] , [26] , [31] - [33] , [41] , and [52] because it yields the smallest average variance value.
where R = r s , s = 0, 1, . . . , H − 1, and r s is the number of image pixels with value s.
5) RESISTANCE AGAINST CHOSEN PLAINTEXT/CIPHERTEXT ATTACK
The suggested cipher concurrently employs the permutation and diffusion operations. Further, the values of image pixels are processed in a dynamic order. That is, the proposed cipher generates a random sequence of indices that indicates the order in which the pixels are simultaneously diffused and permuted. By this way, the attacker cannot split the proposed architecture into two separate phases. Moreover, the diffusion and permutation parameters are chaotically generated based VOLUME 6, 2018 on plain-image information, which in turn guarantees that slightly different plain-images will have distinct diffusion and permutation sequences. In other words, even if the attacker selects some specific images and computes the diffusion and permutation sequences, he cannot break the proposed scheme since the obtained sequence is related only to those chosen images and be totally different from that associated to other different images. Accordingly, even if the suggested cipher employs simple primitive operations (Xor and addition) it can successfully thwart different attacks including the most powerful chosen plaintext/ciphertext attack. To demonstrate this feature, an experiment is conducted to estimate the difference between the two diffusion key streams associated with two plain-images that are varied in only one bit. Specifically, each plain-image P in Figure 6 is firstly encrypted by the suggested cipher and the related diffusion key-stream DK 1 is recorded. Secondly, a tiny modified image p is obtained by changing only one bit of the image P and then encrypted by the same secret key. The key-stream DK 2 associated to the image P is stored. Finally, the difference between the two key-streams DK 1 and DK 2 is evaluated in terms of NPCR, UACI and CC as presented in Table 12 . Accordingly, the obtained results ensure that the keystreams generated for two slightly different images are completely distinct and be dependent on the input plain-image. Further, another experiment with the same methodology is performed to measure the difference between two permutation sequences (PS 1 and PS 2 ) generated for the same images P and P . The values obtained from this experiment presented in Table 13 draw the same conclusion about the permutation sequences.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper suggested an effective image cipher based on simultaneous permutation and diffusion operations. These operations handled the pixels in a dynamic order, which is chaotically produced based on image information. The proposed technique employed the Chebyshev-Chebyshev chaotic map and the modified Logistic chaotic map with dynamic control parameters to implement this structure. Simulation results and security analysis proved that the suggested cipher has several brilliant features and good performance against different types of attacks. Thus, the proposed cryptosystem is strongly appropriate for practical image security applications.
